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COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

 

The student will use: 
1.  School Digital Cameras- these cameras are available for each assignment.  School 

Digital Cameras may not be loaned out.  Pictures may only be taken on the school 

premises.  Since there are not enough cameras to provide one for every student, 

reasonable sharing of the cameras is expected. 

 

The student may use: 

2. A personal Digital Camera for more flexibility.  See the teacher for installing the 

camera’s software to the designated computer. 

 

3. The use of an adjustable 35 mm FILM. SLR camera on which he/she is able to set 

f/stops, shutter speeds and manually focus the lens. 

The school is not able to provide a camera for use in class. 

 The camera will be used mostly out of school. There will be several occasions 

that the camera can be brought to class and on a field trip. Safe storage is provided in 

the classroom and students are encouraged NOT TO USE THEIR HALL 

LOCKERS. 

 

Expect to spend approximately $27.00 - $40.00 for photographic supplies. This 

amount will vary according to the student’s use of materials. 

 

Have the following supplies by the due date: 
  * - these are considered optional 

1. Notebook (Three ring binder) from Photo II which must contain: 

 Divider pockets for projects and photo printer paper 

 Pencil case for small supplies 

 Pencils 

 Pens (black or blue) 

* Touch up brush 

* Blower brush 

* Colored marking pencil 

* Lens cleaning tissue 

* All negatives and contact sheets from Photo I and II 

2.   Portfolio (empty) 

3. Supply Order Form with payment 

 

 

 

 



Be responsible for the supervision of the classroom. Each student is expected to put 

away his or her materials after completion of their class work.  Teachers will not be held 

responsible for lost projects if the student fails to put away their work.  Work on the 

computer should be given the same respect.  Projects should be saved in the proper file 

folder and backed up to a USB disk and the network everyday.  If the student fails to do 

a satisfactory job, they will lose points from their grade. 

 

Make a commitment to the class: 

 Keep current and up to date with assignments and class participation by 

following the scheduled calendar activities. We will be switching rooms 

during the marking period in order to work in the computer area of the Art 

room. The entire class will stay together, which means you must be up to 

date with your assignments and ready to move on with the class. 

 

 Show respect for yourself and others by arriving ON TIME and 

PREPARED to work. 

 Use all equipment, materials and chemicals in a safe manner as 

instructed. 

 Treat others and their work as you wish to be treated – WITH RESPECT. 

 

WE WILL BE WORKING ON THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS: 

Digital Imaging and Photoshop Techniques 

Digital Camera explanation and use 

Photo Scavanger Hunt 

Unique/Abstract Photography 

Photo Restoration 

In the Style of Project 

3D Photo Box 

Mixed Media Photo Project 

Photostory Software Presentations (time permitted) 

 

 

 

Parental Approval 

 

I have read this information and understand what is required. 

 

Parent signature _____________________________________________ Date _______ 


